
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EVO CARBON MAST 

  

 
100th  



 

 

 

Evolution 2018 

Already 100 Pogo 30 sail that have benefited from many evolutions. 

 

 
Most notable is the EVO carbon mast, which is 63cm longer than the standard aluminium 
mast. Which gives a real « plus » in terms of performance. 
 

 

Aluminium mast          EVO carbon mast  
 

 
Details of the EVO CARBONE MAST:  
o HR carbon fibres for the mast tube (weight of the 39 kg)  
o Length of tube: 13300 (alu. mast: 12670mm): + 63cm 
o Luff (P) = 12,10 (alu. mast: 11400 mm) + 6,14% 
o I = 12,20m (alu. mast: 11,03) + 10,60% 
o Pushing spreaders à 28°, No back-stay 
o New main track on the mast & news AXXON cars 

 
 
 
1,40m (instead of 1,20m, on the first boats). 
Possibility to have a reinforced bowsprit outgoing at 1,50m. 

 

Gain with the new EVO mast:  
o Up-wind sail area: 65,5 m² (51m² for the standard alu. mast)            + 28,5% 
o Downwind sail area: 142m² (110 m² for the standard alu. mast)            + 29 % 

Bow sprit  
 

More power  
 

+ 63cm  



Confort de barre optimisé :  

Following our many tests and optimization works on the rudders of Pogo 3 and Pogo 36, we 
decided to benefit from the Pogo 30 series. 
 
In order to facilitate the work of the helmsman ... and the autopilot, the rudder blades were 
lengthened and the profile optimized. This is to maintain maximum control at wind angles. 
 
These new rudders blades have a different compensation, a longer profile and a different 
volume distribution. This enhances tiller feel, boat responsiveness and road stability.

 

More rudder fealing and more control 
 



Un intérieur simple, fonctionnel et lumineux 

The new standard includes:  

o The long shelves in the salon. And new inside lay-outs design to be in the current 
trends. 

 

  

More confort 



o A larger standard kitchen with the great sink, additional shelve and storage boxes. 
And a single burner.  This kitchen is perfect for short journey or « dayboat » 
programs. 

 

• As option:  

o A closing shelve below the burner and/ or an additional small sink:  

 

o With two burners: 

 



o A comfort kitchen includes the two burners (option), a drawing fridge 36L 
(option), two sinks (1 as option) and a towel bar (option). 

  

o OR the oven (picture of old kitchen cabinet). 

  

o With cooker option : Pogo 36 gaz locker (more easy) 

    



A new chart table design (given possibility to pass a knee below the table ) with a back-rest 

cushion on the seat. 

 

  

  



Prévu en standard sans salle d’eau, l’option salle de bain a évolué. 

In intention to answer to all different projects the Pogo 30 is delivered, as standard, with 
a simple toilet with manual sea-water pump. And several options are possible. 

• The standard: manual sea-water pump with a waste tank of 45L. 

                          

• Option: cold water washbasin in the heads room:  

                                    

  

Different heads room 



• Shower option: mirror curtain and electric water pump (cold and hot). 

 

                     

• Option: rigid bulk-head with between the storage area. 

 



o New design for the standard textile doors 

                                    

o As option : a rigid door for the heads room 

 



o The steps of the companion way are the same of these ones of the Pogo 36, given 
more easy access to the engine. 

 

o As standard: a rigid water tank 145L with gauge 

 

   



L’option rideau de soute, pour un habillage jusque dans les moindres 
détails 

 

 

  

As option, the curtain to close the technical room 



Conserver l’esprit course au large qui a fait notre force :  

The will of the shipyard is to evolve its cruising sailboat while keeping the original spirit that 
made its success; also offering race-specific amenities such as the centre charts-table 
furniture, stacking shelves (to stack everything on the windward side) or the pipe cot in the 
storage area. 

    

 

     

Keep the off-shore spirit, who has done our force : 



Conserver l’esprit course au large qui a fait notre force :  

 
 

 

 

 

The installation includes :  

 

• 1 Torqeedo electric Pod - 4KW – below the hull 

• 200Ah Batteries park : divided in 2 battery of 48V 

• 2 batteries charger of 700W for a land charge 

• Photovoltaic solar panels on the boom and on the aft transom, for the charge at sea or in an anchor 
place. 

 

  

 

 

  

Go to the future : 



Lightness, Speed, Range, 

 

The 100% electric Pogo 30 has 10 miles of autonomy at 6 knots in maximum speed, and more than 30 miles 

at 4 knots in low speed. 

 

 

 

The reduction of engine noise in the cockpit and inside the boat greatly improves overall comfort en route.  

The electric version is 200 kg lighter than the diesel version (Volvo Penta 20 HP) offering amazing 

performance in lights air and which planes in light conditions and downwind.  

The added value is about 14 000 € TTC. 

 

The boat is fitted with Raymarine Axiom multifunction displays, mounted either side in the cockpit for chart, 

electric propulsion, and navigation data. Raymarine digital-switching integrates solar and battery power 

flows and provides a graphical propulsion and energy summary display. To complete the navigation package, 

Raymarine instruments and the award-winning Evolution autopilot are also installed. 
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WARNING:
Average speed.
Speed may vary with sea conditions,
loading of the boat and cleanliness of the hull.



POD TORQEEDO       1 BATTERIE DE SERVICE AU PLOMB 

Pod below the hull       ET 2 TORQEEDO ENGINE BATTERIES 

     

   Inside breakers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Engine outside throttle  



   Engine room 

 

 



 

 

  



SUMMER 2019 owner story (by M. Johnson) 

We are back now from our 7 weeks summer trip sailing the all-electric Pogo 30 between France and the 

UK: 

 

All good, no technical problems, no power shortages.  The keys to this successful trip, I think were: 

• Good preparation: thank you for all providers support. 
• Good weather forecasting: the forecast was sufficiently accurate that we could plan around the 

weather so we never needed to motor long distance.  The children are happy about this, in previous 
years we have had some long motoring spells which nobody enjoyed. 

• Plenty of solar power: the 1kW arrays (see photos) produced 50W to 500W all day long, keeping 
the batteries topped up, so when we needed our batteries, we always had a full charge. 

• Efficient boat: the Pogo30 sails very well (even fully loaded for family cruising, thanks to the 200kg 
saving of the electric system), making it easier to work around the weather and reducing the need 
for motor power. 

• Good integration with Raymarine electronics: we always had a clear view of the battery and 
charging status. 
 

There was only one occasion when our speed felt limited, coming out of Audierne harbour against 15kts of 

wind and 1.5kts of current.  With a bigger motor we would have got out 5 minutes quicker, but the 4kW 

pod still delivered >4kts of boat speed which was acceptable.  Otherwise the electric power was all for the 

good: quiet, clean, no refueling, valuable space gained and weight saved, infinite power for the fridge and 

electrics, no need to run the motor to charge the batteries or run the windlass/keel-lift motor. 

  

  



 

 

  



 

 

The Pogo 30 has been designed for safety at sea. Starting from the principles which a sail-

boat will always be visible and secure than a life-raft in the open-sea, the Pogo 30 is 

equipped with an unsinkable volume, a front crash-box and a waterproof bulkhead behind 

the rudders. 

 

Like all Pogos, it was a waterproof sliding hatch. With a system to have it always in her area, 

this is not possible to lost it. 

 

As for our Class 40' prototypes, the construction is made of sandwich fibreglass / PVC foam 

core made under vacuum process, a high-end manufacturing technology that allows to 

have weight gains and stiffness that promote performance. 

 

The Pogo 30 obtain the European A Category for "Off-shore". 

 

With all the several available options, you will find 
the Pogo 30 who will match your sailing program. 

 

Off-shore manufacture design : Sécurity, performance et A European category 
 


